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Irreversible Investment Under Uncertainty: 
Conservation Easements and the Option to 
Develop Agricultural Land 

Abebayehu Tegene, Keith Wiebe and Betsey Kuhn 

landowner? decision to convert farmland to urban use is presented as an irreversible 
investment under uncertainty. This approach improves on conventional approaches to the A valuation of conservation easements incqbwating option values. This approach also 

refines the calculation of compensation potentialij due to landowners when use of their land is 
restricted ty govament  policies to protect the environment. 

1. Introduction 

For centuries societies have debated the appropriate balance of public and private 
interests in property in general, and in land in particular. Historically this debate has 
focused on how the returns to alternative land uses - such as hunting, grazing, cultivating, 
or building - should he distributed. More recently, the debate has also addressed the issue 
of environmental protection, and the extent of the public interest in restricting the 
conversion of land from less intensive uses to more intensive uses. 

This debate has been particularly vigorous in the United States in recent years. While 
the Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution (in a provision with origins dating to the 
Magna Carta) requires that compensation be paid when private land is “taken” for public 
use, the courts have not generally found land-use restrictions to be takings requiring 
compensation unless additional criteria are met, such as that the restrictions deny a 
landowner virtually all economic use of his or her land. However, recent legislative 
proposals in the US would require that compensation be paid to landowners whenever 
land-use restrictions diminish property values by more than a specified percentage, 
regardless of the purpose for which the restrictions are applied. Compensation would be 
based on the difference between the value of a property without use restrictions and the 
value the same property would have if use restrictions were imposed. 

The appropriate scope and magnitude of compensation requirements are a matter of 
legitimate public debate. Our purpose in this paper is not to enter that particular debate, 
but rather to consider the related problem of calculating the restricted and unrestricted 
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property values that would be necessary to determine the appropriate level of 
compensation if society determines that such compensation should be paid. Such 
calculations are already made by appraisers when partial interests in land, such as 
conservation easements, are acquired by government agencies or environmental 
organisations. Buist d al. (1995) note that conventional valuation procedures may 
systematically overprice easements by exaggerating the returns a parcel would generate 
if converted to urban use today, and simultaneously underprice easements by failing to 
recognise the true option value of waiting to convert at the optimal time in the future. 
Recent advances in economic theory suggest ways in which these calculations could be 
improved. Specifically, the theory of irreversible investment under uncertainty - 
developed by Dixit and Pindyck (1994) in the economics literature and by Capozza and 
Sick (1994) in the area of finance - provides a sophisticated tool for valuing land-use 
decisions. 

Dixit and Pindyck (1994) provide a general theory of investment under uncertainty. 
Capozza and Sick (1994) develop a model of urban and agricultural land prices that 
integrates spatial and asset pricing theories and characterises the spatial and temporal 
risk structure of the land market, examining the effect of changes in systematic risk on 
the value of the option to convert agricultural land. Capozza and Li (1994) present a 
model of capital investment involving choice of both the timing of investment and the 
intensity or level of capital investment. We follow their strategy in modeling convertible 
agricultural land as an investment opportunity and focus on valuation of the option to 
convert and its relation to the valuation of easements. Specifically, our analysis modifies 
earlier work on easement valuation (e.g., Phipps, 1983) by accounting for the role of 
landowner uncertainty in predicting future returns from development using insights 
gained from the theory of irreversible investment under uncertainty. 

Section 2 discusses the ownership of land and interests in land. Section 3 presents the 
theory of irreversible investment under uncertainty and discusses its applicability to the 
decision to develop agricultural land. The final section develops implications for the 
valuation of conservation easements, and more generally for conservation policy in the 
context of concerns about public and private interests in land. 

2. Land Ownership and the Decision to Develop Agricultural Land 
Property and ownership refer not simply to material objects but to rights and interests in 
such objects. Real property refers specifically to interests in land, such as rights to draw 
water, graze livestock, grow crops, or build houses. As Coase (1960) writes, 

We may speak of a person owning land and using it as a factor of production but 
what the land-owner in fact possesses is the right to carry out a circumscribed list of 
actions. The rights of a land-owner are not unlimited ... [For example,] it may or 
may not be possible to erect certain types of buildings or to grow certain crops or 
to use particular drainage systems on the land. This does not come about simply 
because of Government regulation. It would be equally true under the common 
law. A system in which the rights of individuals were unlimited would be one in 
which there were no rights to acquire (Coase, 1960: p.44). 
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Rights in a particular parcel of land may be held by a single landowner (with the 
exception of those interests, such as the police power, that are generally retained by the 
government), or they may be held by multiple parties. The way that a parcel of land is 
used will generally depend on who holds what interests in that particular parcel. Society’s 
role can be seen as allocating the various rights in land among interested parties in such 
a way as to maximise social welfare (Thomson and Whitby, 19’76, p. 308). 

For many years government agencies and environmental organisations have 
supplemented land-use regulation with the acquisition of partial interests in land from 
willing sellers or donors in order to protect habitat, open space, or other 
environmentally sensitive land. In the United States, the National Park Service was one 
of the first public agencies to use conservation easements when it preserved scenic views 
along highways in the South in the 1930’s and 1940’s (Ward et al., 1989; p.86). More 
recently, easements have been used in a wide variety of public and private programmes, 
including the US Department of Agriculture’s Wetlands Reserve Programme, which has 
enrolled nearly 500,000 acres in nearly 3,000 permanent easements to date (Gadsby et al., 
1997). In addition, private land trusts in the US have protected 1.4 million acres of 
environmentally sensitive land through conservation easements, while farmland 
preservation programmes operated by State and local governments have acquired 
conservation easements to protect a further 400,000 farmland acres from conversion to 
urban uses (Wiebe et al., 1996). In the latter case, farmland owners surrender the right 
to develop their property by selling or donating an agricultural conservation easement 
to a State or local government agency (or a private land trust) in exchange for tax 
benefits or financial compensation. 

Less formal than conservation easements, but similar in practice, are the management 
agreements and maintenance agreements used to preserve natural and agricultural 
landscapes in the United Kingdom (Leonard, 1982) and in the Netherlands (Slangen, 
1992). These agreements are contracts between individual farmland owners and 
government agencies through which farmland owners agree to use their lands in ways 
that do not adversely affect natural features and rural landscapes. As with easements, 
landowners receive compensation for the use restrictions they accept on their lands. 

In order to determine the compensation necessary to induce a landowner (voluntarily) 
to keep a parcel of land in a less intensive use, we need to understand the decision faced 
by the owner of land on which multiple uses are possible. Consider a parcel of 
agricultural land near an expanding urban area. The owner of this parcel faces three 
basic alternatives. First, he could keep the land in agricultural use without conveying a 
conservation easement, thereby retaining the option to develop the land or convey an 
easement at some point in the future. Second, he could convey an easement and 
foreclose the option of developing the land. Or third, he could sell the land for 
development, making it likely (but not certain) that the land would be developed in the 
future. 

Both of the latter two alternatives represent irreversible investment decisions under 
uncertainty. First, the decisions are irreversible because development typically involves 
considerable sunk costs in infrastructure, removal of which is rarely justified by expected 
benefits from farmland restoration, and because agricultural conservation easements are 
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generally binding in perpetuity. (Even when less than perpetual, easement restrictions 
can be considered irreversible for the duration of the easement.) In the case of 
development, irreversibility means that converting today entails not only forfeiting the 
agricultural use of the farm but also giving up possible new information in the future - 
such as changes in government policies or food or housing prices - that might influence 
the timing and profitability of converting. Hence, in addition to the cost of conversion 
and the loss of agricultural value, there is an additional opportunity cost of converting 
today instead of waiting and keeping the conversion option alive for future possibilities.’ 
Likewise, in the case of conveying an easement, irreversibility means forfeiting the right 
to convert the land and receive returns from urban use, as well as giving up potentially 
valuable new information in the future. 

Second, the decisions to convey an easement or develop the land involve uncertainty 
because the economic and environmental conditions underlying future net returns to 
agricultural and urban use are unknown today. Information about these conditions 
becomes available only gradually. 

Finally, the investment decisions are not a now-or-never proposition. The decisions can 
be delayed, if the landowner wishes, in order to take advantage of new information about 
changing economic and environmental conditions. As argued by Dixit (1992), waiting to 
obtain more information may enable an investor to avoid the downside risk in revenues 
while realising the upside potential. This selective reduction in risk generates positive 
value for waiting. 

When the conditions of irreversibility, uncertainty, and ability to delay are met, a 
decision is said to entail an implicit option for the value of waiting (Dixit and Pindyck, 
1994; Cappoza and Sick, 1994). In such circumstances, it may be to the landowner’s 
advantage to delay the decision to sell his land or convey an easement. In the next 
section, following this framework, we derive the value of an easement as an irreversible 
investment. 

3. The Irreversible Investment Decision 

The Conversion Decision Under Certainty 

Consider a landowner’s decision to convert farmland to non-farm use. Assume he is 
interested in maximising net returns in a competitive setting. At time t, let net returns to 
agricultural use per acre be A and net returns to developed use be R. The annualised 
conversion cost is C per acre. Assume A is constant and R grows at a rate a.2 The 
landower’s discount rate is r (where r > a by assumption). First consider the value of 
(pure) agricultural land which cannot be converted into urban land. Without loss of 
generality, assume that t = 0. The value of this land per acre at time t = 0, Va (0), is: 

If conversions were fully reversible, this opportunity cost would be zero. 
The assumption that A is constant is not crucial. If A grows at a rate larger than a, land will never be converted 

to urban use (even if currently R > A) because of irreversibility. If A grows at a rate less than a, the result that 
follows sri l l  holds. 
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Next consider the value of land in urban use. The value of this land per acre at time t = 

0, V(0). is: 

Now consider the value of convertible agricultural land; i.e., land that is currently in 
agricultural use but may be converted to urban use at some arbitrary future date T. The 
value of this land per acre at time t = 0, VC(0) is: 

The first term on the right-hand-side (RHS) of equation (3) is the present value of the 
stream of agricultural returns up to the date of conversion. The second term is the 
present value of the stream of urban returns from the date of conversion onward. The 
last term is the present value of the annualised cost of conversion at time T. Equation (3) 
can be re-written as: 

The first term in the RHS of equation (4) is the present value of perpetual agricultural 
returns. The second term shows the value of landowner's option to convert the land to 
u\rban use. The value of convertible agricultural land is equal to the sum of the present 
value of perpetual agricultural returns plus an option value. Equivalently, the option 
value is equal to Vc(0) - A/r or the market value of land less pure agricultural value. This 
is the amount of compensation a well-informed landowner would require (i.e., payment 
for easement) if the landower was to give up his right to develop the land. Note that 
Vc(0) + A/r as T + 00. That is, the option value decreases as the conversion date 
becomes further out in the future; and for farmland with no conversion potential, the 
option value becomes zero. 
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The landowner chooses the optimal date of conversion T to maximise the value of land 
given by equation (3) or (4). Differentiating equation (3) or (4) with respect to T, setting 
the result equal to 0, and solving for the optimum conversion date (denoted T*) , gives 

T* = max((l/a) En [ (A+  C)/Rl, 01. (5) 

As one might expect, high agricultural returns and high conversion costs delay 
development while high urban returns or faster growth of R speed up the conversion 
process by bringing forward the date of conversion. 

Now, to illustrate how this approach differs from conventional valuation practices, 
consider a deterministic example. The average cash rental rate for agricultural land in 
the US Corn Belt was just under $100 per acre in 1997 (USDA, 1997). Let us assume 
therefore that A=$lOO, and for illustrative purposes that R = $110, C = $50, = 3 per cent, 
and r = 5 per cent (Table 1) .  

Substituting these values into equation (2) gives V = $5,500. The conventional easement 
valuation procedure, based on sales and conversion of comparable properties, yields an 
easement value equal to today’s developed use value (net of conversion cost) less today’s 
agricultural, i.e., $2,500 per acre. This method of valuation assumes implicitly that the 
conversion of the land takes place immediately. 

In fact, it is advantageous for the landowner to keep the land in farming as long as the 
annual returns from agriculture are higher than the returns from urban use, net of the 
annualised conversion cost. Because the urban returns are growing at a rate of a while 
the agricultural returns are assumed to be constant, the optimal time to convert will be 
when urban returns, less the annualised conversion cost, equal agricultural returns. That 
is, in this deterministic example, land is developed when returns in the developed use 
equal the opportunity cost of development - agricultural returns plus the annualised 
conversion cost. 

The optimal conversion date is given by equation (5). Substituting the assumed values 
for A, R, C, and a gives T* = 10 years.’ Given optimal conversion, the present value of the 
land as given by equation 3 will be $4,683 for T* = 10 years (Table 1 ) .  Thus the value of 
the easement should be $2,683 per acre, with the additional $183 (relative to the 
conventional approach) coming from agricultural returns that exceed development 

Table 1 Easement Values Under Alternative Scenarios 
Assumptimas: A = $100, R = $1 10, C = $50, a = 0.03, r - 0.05 

vc v - c/r A h  Easement Valuc 

Conventional procedure (T = 0) $4,500 $2,000 $2,500 

Optimal conversion (T* = 10) $4,683 $4,500 $2,000 $2,683 

Note that the optimal date, T* = 10.34, can also be computed from the relation that conversion should take 
place when R - C = A or 110eon - 50 = 100. 
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returns less the annualised conversion cost prior to T* = 10. Alternatively, the value of 
the easement can be computed directly from equation (4). As argued earlier, the option 
value component of agricultural land (the second term in the right-hand side of 
equation(4) is the value of the easement. Substituting the given parameters yields an 
easement value of $2,683 per acre. 

By letting T* = 0, it can be shown that land would be developed immediately only if R 2 
A + C or ifV 1 V* (= (A t C)/(r - a) 2 (A + C) /r), that is if urban returns already equal or 
exceed agricultural returns plus the annualised conversion cost, or (equivalently) if urban 
value equals or exceeds V* (incorporating a > 0). We will discuss the case of decision 
making under certainty further after introducing the concept of financial options. 

Conversion Under Uncertainty The Farm Owner’s Decision as a Financial q t i o n  

In the earlier example, the future returns to agricultural and developed uses are 
assumed to be known. However, these streams of returns are not usually known with 
certainty. The decision to develop land is an investment decision that depends on future 
urban and agricultural rents that are uncertain today. As discussed in Pindyck (1991), 
Dixit and Pindyck (1994), and Hubbard (1994), such investment opportunities resemble 
financial call options. A financial call option endows its holder with the right to buy an 
asset for an exercise price on a specified expiration date. (In the case of an “American 
option”, the option may be exercised on or before the specified expiration date.) If the 
price of the asset on the expiration date is less than the exercise price, the option‘s owner 
will simply allow it to expire. If the price of the asset exceeds the exercise price, the 
option is exercised by its owner, earning a profit equal to the asset price less the exercise 
price and the option price. 

A firm with an opportunity to invest holds an option analogous to a financial call option, 
i.e., the right but not the obligation to buy an asset on or before some future date. The 
opportunity to acquire real assets, as opposed to financial assets, is called a “real option” 
(Dixit and Pindyck, 1994; p.7). When future returns are unknown, the method of real 
options can be used to estimate the value of an easement. (See, for example, Sick, 1989.) 
In particular, Pindyck (1991), Dixit and Pindyck (1994), Capozza and Sick (1994), and 
Capozza and Li (1994) have shown that agricultural land is a real asset with an attached 
perpetual American option to convert to urban use; and that option valuation methods 
can be used to value agricultural land that has potential for conversion. 

Similarly, the farmland owner can turn farmland into urban land (buy an asset) for an 
exercise price (the foregone agricultural value plus the conversion cost). By 
surrendering the conversion cost and the right to perpetual agricultural returns, he 
earns the returns from development. Denoting the value of the option to convert land 
(i.e., the investment opportunity) at t = 0 as F(V), the problem becomes one of 
maximising the expected present value of the payoff from conversion: 

F(V) = max E(W(T) - (A t C)r]e-rT] 
= max E{{[R/(r - a)]eaT - (A + C)r}e-rT) 
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where E denotes the expectations, V is the d u e  of urban land with returns R per acre, 
and T is the (unknown) future time that the investment (conversion) is made. The 
maximisation is subject to the laws of motion of R Assume the path of R can be 
approximated by a geometric Brownian motion with drift: 

dR = aR dt + GR dz (7) 

where dt is a time increment, dz is an increment of a Wiener process (where z( t )  - z ( t  - 
1) is normally distributed with mean zero and unit variance), and 01 (drift parameter) and 
CT (variance parameter) are constants.' Geometric Brownian motion is frequently used to 
model stock prices, output prices, wages and other financial variables (Dixit and Pindyck, 
1994). Movements in land prices and cash rents have also been found to be well 
approximated by such processes (see, for example, Tegene and Kuchler, 1993). 

Equation(7) implies that the current level of urban returns is known, but future returns 
are lognormally distributed with variance 02 that grows linearly with time t. Over any 
time interval At, the change in R is normally distributed and has expected value a t  and 
variance $At. Given R(0) = &, E[R(t)]=b eat. Also, when returns follow a lognormal 
distribution with drift, the value follows the same process and V(t)=R( t)/ (r - a). (See, for 
example, Amin and Capozza, 1991.) 

The case of certainty discussed earlier in this section is a special case of this more 
general specification in which R grows at a constant rate a. Given a current value of R, 
and assuming that conversion takes place at some arbitrary future date T, the value of the 
investment opportunity in this special case, becomes: 

F(V) = W(T) - (A + C)/r)]e-rT 
= [ [ b / ( r  - a)]eaT - ( A t  C)/r}e-rT}. 

Suppose that CI I 0. Then R and V will fall or remain constant over time. In this case, it is 
optimal to convert ifV > (A t C)/r and never convert otherwise. The reservation price that 
triggers conversion is V* = (A t C)/r. Hence, for 0: I 0, F(V) = max [v - (A + CO/r, 01. 

The more interesting case is when 0 < a < r. If 0 < a < r, then F(V) > 0, even if currently 
V < ( A t  C)/r. Since R and hence V grow and ( A t  C)/r it may be better to wait rather 
than convert immediately. The optimal time to convert (i.e. the choice of T that 
' A Wiener process (also called Brownian motion) is a continuowtime stochastic process with three properties: 
(i) it is a Markov process (the current d u e  is all that is needed to make a best forecast of its future value); (ii) 
a change in the process is independent of any other change in the process in nonoverlapping time intervals; 
and (iii) the change in the process over any finite interval is normally distributed with variance that increases 
linearly with time. For a variable x, a simple Brownian motion with drift is: dx = g dt + (T dz; and a geometric 
Brownian motion is: dx = g x dt + (T x dz. If g = .09 and (T = .20 (typical of the New York Stock Exchange Index 
- Dixit and Pindyck, 1994), then the sample path of x, taking a time interval, At, of one month, for a simple 
Brownian motion is: xt = X,J t 0.0075 t 0.0577et; and for a geometric Brownian motion it is given by: xt 1.0075~~- 

+ 0.0577~,~e~, where e, is standard normal with mean zero and unit variance. 
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maximises F(V)) can be obtained by differentiating equation (8) with respect to T, 
equating the result to 0, and solving for the optimal T, T*:1 

T* = max {(]/a) En [(A + C)/((r - a)V)I, 01. (9) 

By setting T* = 0, it can be seen that conversion should take place immediately ifV > V*, 
where V* = (A + C)/ (r - a), and the value of the easement will be V - (A + C)/r. 

The solution for equation (6) gives the value of the conservation easement necessary to 
induce the landowner to forgo conversion voluntarily. This can be obtained for V I V* 
by substituting equation (9) into equation (8). Thus, 

F(V) = [ a ( A  tC)/(r-a)]ER/(A+C)lr /a  forVIV*. 
and = V -  ( A t  C)/r for V > V*. (10) 

For the parameters assumed in the earlier example in this section equations (9) and (10) 
yield T* = 10 and F(V) = $2,683, the same results we obtained earlier (Table 1). 

figure 1 Easement Value F(V) Under Certainty Given Alternate Values of Alpha 
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It can easily be shown that the second order condition for a maximum is satisfied. 
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alpha = 2% 
alpha = 3% 
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Figure 1 shows F(V) as a function of V for different values of a. Both F(V) and V* 
increase with 01. The tangency point of F(V) with the line V -  (A + C)/r = 0 is at the critical 
value V*. Note that for 01 = 0 (R and V constant, F(V) will be zero i fV < (A + C)/r (or R 
< A + C); that is, when V - (A t C)/r < 0 or R - (A t C) < 0 conversion is never optimal 
and waiting has no value. However, both V* and F(V) increase with V when 01 > 0. Growth 
in R creates a value to waiting and increases the value of the easement. 

Returning to the more general case of uncertainty, that is, when R evolves stochastically 
as given by equation (7), we cannot determine the optimal conversion in terms of time. 
In this case, the solution to the maximisation problem is characterised by a critical or 
threshold value V* such that land is converted the first time the urban land value V 
reaches V* from below; that is, it is optimal to convert when V 2 V*. V* is the reservation 
land value. The value of the easement is given by the solution to equation ( 6 )  (see the 
Appendix for details) : 

F(V) = - v* (-)Y v 
Y v* for V S V*, 

for V > V*, A + C  
r 

F(V) = V -  - 

where V* = (L) and 
Y -  1 

The critical value of V, V*, at which point it is optimal to convert, is given by V* = [Y/ (y 
- l ) ]  [(A + C)/r]. Since y> 1 (from the Appendix), we have that y/(y- 1) > 1 and V* > (A 
+ C) /r. This implies that converting land as soon as the present value from urban use just 
exceeds the agricultural value plus conversion cost, as the conventional net present value 
rule for investment decisions would suggest, is not optimal. When R (and hence V) is 
uncertain, the threshold value of V is V*. Rewriting V* gives 

V*= (A+C)/ r+  [ l / (y- l ) l [ (A+C)/r] .  (12) 

The first term on the RHS of equation(l2) is the direct opportunity cost of converting 
land (forgone income from agricultural use plus conversion cost). With uncertainty the 
reservation price is higher by an amount given by the second term on the RHS of 
equation (12) relative to the certainty case (where (3 = 0 and a =  0). The second term of 
equation (12) is thus the increase in the threshold value attributable to uncertainty and 
growth in urban returns. Land is not converted when the value of land in urban use 
equals the direct opportunity cost of the land. Rather, because of uncertainty, 
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Table 2 Values of V* for Different Values of a and 0 

n , n  

as0 
O c a c r  

irreversibility, and growth, conversion only takes place when prices have risen strictly 
above the opportunity cost. The main cause of the postponed development when rent is 
uncertain is not risk aversion. In fact, development is delayed even when landowners are 
risk neutral. (See, for example, Capozza and Helsley, 1989). Rather, in this model, 
development is delayed because the opportunity cost of development includes an option 
value of agricultural land - the value of the ability to avoid downside outcomes while still 
retaining a claim on favourable outcomes. Both growth and uncertainty create a value to 
waiting and affect the timing of conversion. 

Table 2 shows how V* changes with a and 0. The values of V* can be obtained by 
examining the limits of V* as a + 0 in equation (11). When a > 0, as CT + 0, y + r /a  and 
V* + ( A t  C)/r-a .  And when a 5  0, as CT + 0, y+ m andV* + (A+ C)/r. 

Figure 2 plots F(V) as a function of V for different values of 0, given the parameters 
assumed earlier (Table 1). Both F(V) and V* increase with 0. The tangency point of F(V) 
with the line V = (A t C)/r is at the critical value V*. From Figure 2, when V < V*, then 
V < F(V) t (A t C)/r. That is, when V < V* the price of developed land is less than the 
sum of the price of convertible agricultural land (pure agricultural value (A/r) plus 
option value (F(V)) and conversion cost. Thus, it is not optimal to convert as long as V 
< v*. 
Now let us extend the numerical example we introduced in Table 1, and assume that (3 

= 5 per cent. Substituting these values into equation (11) gives y =  1.62. Substituting this 
into equation (12) gives the critical urban land value V* = $7,839. Note that although the 
current value of developed land net of conversion cost ($4,500) is already greater than 
the agricultural value ($2,000), the optimal strategy would be to wait until the value of 
developed land is at least $7,839 because of uncertainty and growth. By equation (1  1) , 
the value of the option to develop, i.e., the easement value, is: 

F(V) = 0.0024V’.6* for V I V*, and 
= v - 3000, for V > V*. 

Given V = $5,500 and V* = $7,839, the easement value can be calculated as F(V) = $2,752. 
The difference between V* and (A + C)/r (= [ l / ( y -  l)][(A + C)/r] by equation (12) 
gives the increase in the threshold value due to uncertainty and growth. In this example, 
the increase is $7,839 - $3,000 = $4,839. 

Accordingly, the risk-neutral landowner should be indifferent between the following 
two choices: 



I. I I I I I I I I 

+ sigma = 5% 

A sigma = 20% 

sigma = 30% 

e V-(A+C)/r 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
v ($1,000) 

(i) receiving an easement payment today as given by equation (13) and then keeping 
the land in farming in perpetuity, and 

(ii) farming until the optimal date of conversion and then converting. 

Table 3 shows how the value of the option to develop (i.e., the easement value) depends 
on the various parameters. Specifically, Table 3 presents the signs of the partial 
derivatives of V* and F(V) with respect to r, a, V and 0. 

Table 3 Comparative Statics 
* n V U 

V* + 0 t 

F M  ? + + + 
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The second row in Table 3 presents the effects of changes in the selected parameters 
on the threshold value. The increase in the threshold value due to uncertainty and 
growth can be derived in general from equation (12) as V* - (A + C)/r = [1/(y - I ) ]  (A + 
C)/r. The size of this increment grows as 0 and a increase and as r decreases (Table 3). 
In the special case of no uncertainty (0 = 0) and no growth in R ( a =  0), the threshold 
value is simply V* = (A + C)/r. When 0 < a < r and there is no uncertainty (0 = 0), the 
threshold value becomes V* = (A + C) / (r - a). Thus the difference between (A + C) / (r - 
a) and (A + C)/r gives the portion of the increase in threshold value due specifically to 
growth in urban returns, which in our example is $4,500. The difference between (1/(y 
- 1)) (A + C)/r and the threshold increase attributable to growth gives the portion of the 
increase in threshold value due to uncertainty, which in our example is $339. The total 
increase in the threshold value attributable to uncertainty and growth in our example is 
$4,839, as already derived. 

Now consider the effect of changes in selected parameters on the option value F(V). By 
equation (l l) ,  the relationship between r and F(V) is indeterminate when V < V*, i.e., 
when it is not (yet) optimal to convert. Once V > V* and it becomes optimal to convert, 
an increase in the discount rate would be expected to increase the value of the option to 
convert, and the relationship between r and F(V) becomes positive. 

Second, consider a, the expected growth rate of urban returns. More rapid growth in 
urban returns would be expected to increase the value of the option to convert to urban 
use. Indeed, by equation( l l ) ,  as a increases (everything else held constant), it increases 
the value of urban land and changes the parameter y, thereby increasing the value of the 
option to convert. 

Third, an increase in the urban value V (independent of a change in a) also results in 
an increase in F(V) . 
Finally, consider the variance parameter Q. As Q increases (all other things being equal), 

y decreases, increasing F(V) by equation (11).1 Consistent with what has been widely 
observed in the finance literature concerned with option prices (e.g., Black and Scholes, 
1973) and in the literature on stochastic capital theory (e.g., McDonald and Siegel, 
1986), an increase in the uncertainty of returns to urban use increases the value of 
convertible agricultural land by increasing the land’s option value. Intuitively, the 
certainty (or, more generally, the relative stability) of agricultural returns truncates the 
lower end of the distribution of possible returns to convertible agricultural land (Figure 
3). An increase in the variability of urban returns at any particular time t (from dlOw to 
ohigh) thus increases the mean of the truncated distribution of possible returns (from 
plow to phi@) and raises the value of convertible agnculturd land. 

4. Policy Implications 
Application of options theory provides insights into the value of the asset held by owners 
of agricultural land that may be converted to urban use at some point in the future. 

’ Note that as 0 + 00, y+ 1 (see equation (11))  and V* + -=; that is, no Land will be converted to urban use if 
the uncertainty about returns from urban land use is infinite. 
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Specifically, the value of that asset derives both from the returns currently realised from 
agricultural production as well as the returns expected from more intensive urban uses 
in the future. Given that the decision to convert such land depends on the relative 
magnitude, timing, and variability of returns to alternative uses, among other factors, 
appropriate valuation of restrictions on land use must also reflect these factors. 
Conventional easement valuation procedures rely on determining the difference 
between a comparable (and already-converted) parcel’s value in urban use and the 
subject parcel’s current value in agricultural production, implicitly assuming that the 
subject parcel is ripe for conversion today. 

In this paper we demonstrate that even under certainty about future returns to urban 
use, it may be optimal to delay conversion in order to realise returns to agriculture until 
they are exceeded by urban returns net of conversion costs, even if urban value already 
exceeds agricultural value. In a simple example, we showed that waiting to convert at the 
optimal date increased easement values from $2,500 to $2,683 per acre (Table 1). We 
went on to explore other factors that determine the value of the landowner’s option to 
convert agricultural land, particularly uncertainty. We showed that an additional 
increment in easement value can be attributed to uncertainty, and that recognition of 
the full option value implicit in the conservation easement in our example raises its value 
to $2,752 per acre. 

Together, these effects suggest that conservation easements are currently underpriced 
and that farmland owners might be reluctant to sell easements at the prices offered. In 
fact, as we noted earlier, conventional valuation procedures may also systematically 
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overprice easements by inadvertently exaggerating the urban returns (based on 
comparisons with already-converted parcels) that could be realised on yet-to-be- 
converted parcels of agricultural land (Buist et aL, 1995). The net effect of these 
countervailing factors remains unclear, although anecdotal evidence of excess demand 
for participation in existing farmland and wetland easement programmes in the United 
States suggests that upward biases in current valuation procedures more than 
compensate for downward biases. 

We have shown in this paper that conventional easement valuation procedures overlook 
the potentially significant option component of the value of convertible agricultural 
land. Similar complications are certain to arise in a regulatory context, should 
legislatures at the state or national levels expand compensation requirements in cases 
where government agencies restrict the use of private land to accomplish sociallydesired 
environmental purposes. Regardless of-the legal or political arguments for or against 
expanded compensation requirements, it is clear that considerable care and additional 
research will be necessary before appropriate compensation levels could be accurately 
determined, and thus before such expanded requirements could be efficiently 
implemented. 
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APPENDIX 

We sketch the derivation of equation (11) in the text. Over the period in which convertible agricultural land 
is in agricuItud use, the owner has agricultural returns A per unit of time plus an investment opportunity to 
develop the land. The equilibrium condition on the investment opportunity is such that the expected 
appreciation of the asset must equal the market return the asset would yield if sold, i.e., the asset's d u e  times 
the market rate of interest (Dixit and Pindyck, 1994): 

rF dt = E(dF). 

Using Ito's Lemma to expand dF, we have 

dF = F(V)dV + (1/2)F'(V) (dV)Z. 

Given the assumption in equation (7) of text, 

E(dF) = aVF'(V)dt + (1/2)o'V"'(V)dt 

Substituting (A.3) into (A.l) gives the differential equation: 

(A.3) 

( l / Z ) a ~ F " ( V )  + aVF'(V) - rF = 0 
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whose solution is of the form: 

F(V) = VX, then we have F(V) = xVx-1; F'(V) = x(x - 1)W2 

Substituting (A.5) into (A.4), x must satisfy 

The roots of (A.6) are yl, -f2 = (1/2 - a / d )  i [(1/2 - a/o2)2 + i.e. 

Note that the left hand side of (A.6) is negative for x = 0. It is also negative for x = 1. We thus have two roots, 
one root yl c 0 and the other root y2 > 1. Thus, 

where p1 and P2 are constants to be determined. As V + 0, the value of the option to convert land to urban use 
should go to zero. Since y, < 0, we must have = 0 to ensure that F(V) does not converge to i - as V --t 0. 
Setting y2 = y, we have the general solution: F(V) = b2 W. At the time of conversion, value of convertible 
agricultural land (i.e., option value plus agricultural use value) equals urban land value less conversion cost. 
That is, 

A G  (A.10) P2V*YtT=V*- r 

where V* is the value of urban land at which conversion takes place, i.e., the threshold value. Solving for p2, we get 

(A. l l )  

Choosing V* to maximise F(V) is equivalent to choosing V* to maximise P2. Setting ap2/av* = 0 gives v *  = [Y/(Y 
- l ) ]  [ ( A t  C)/r]. Substituting this value ofV* for p2 gives: 

v *  v I F(V) = r ($ 

where V* = (L) (7). A + C  
Y- 1 

, (A.12) 


